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TWO-N Inc. is a New York based design studio working on the 
intersection of new media, graphic design, and the built 
environment. 

We are committed to experimentation and collaboration in the 
fields of interaction design, branding, data visualization, and user 
interface design. Our design philosophy promotes innovation, 
teamwork, face-to-face communication, and process adaptability 
throughout the life-cycle of any project. 

This agile design approach allows us to quickly adapt to changing 
realities and helps us to deliver end-to-end solutions to our clients, 
from conception to implementation and distribution.

Our goal is to push creative boundaries while meeting the user and 
business goals for projects ranging from websites to desktop 
applications, mobile applications, and data displays.

We offer turn-key design services as well as consulting services for 
visual design, user experience and design strategy & planning 
utilizing tools such as User Scenarios, Task Analyses, Wireframes, and 
Prototypes.

We have been engaged in a number of exciting data visualization 
projects, ranging from financial trading data to economic data, 
demographic data, and other complex data sets across a number of 
leading organizations, including Bloomberg LP, The New York Stock 
Exchange, SAP,  WNYC, and Google Labs.

Our office is located in Manhattans Lower East Side at 161 Bowery. 
You can reach us during regular business hours at 917.405.1857 or 
anytime via email at hermann@two-n.com

For more information about us please visit us online at www.two-n.com

NYSE Trading Floor Info System - 2008-ongoing
Client: NYSE Euronext
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Screenshot: FID Application
Client: NYSE Euronext

Implemented FID on the NYSE Trading Floor 
Client: NYSE Euronext

Trading Floor Info Displays
CASE STUDIES

Year completed: 2011 * Client: NYSE Euronext
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Graphic User Interface for the NYSE’s trading floor market data 
infosystem (FID), showing real-time trading data, including last 
trade, percent and point change, trading & book volume, as well 
as Away Market metrics. 

The displays are used by specialists and brokers on the floor. Each 
FID shows all actively traded stocks at the various post-panels. In 
addition to the market data, the displays are also used to show 
the trading status such as trading halts, pending news on a stock, 
and any other floor operation events.



StockMapper
CASE STUDIES

Ongoing * Client: TWO-N
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A collection of heat-maps, rendering the individual percent 
changes in market value for clusters of more than 1800 U.S. and 
non-U.S. stocks utilizing Yahoo’s market data, providing a “at a 
glance” view of the market. 

A simple interface allows to filter the stocks by logical groupings 
such as geographic region, industries and major indices. The heat 
map can also be sorted by ticker symbol, price change, volume or 
market capitalization. The filter and sorting buttons located on 
the top of the map are color coded according to the 
performance of the group. 

StockMapper is a research tool that allows for a drill-down to get 
market metrics as well as news items for each stock. Upon 
selecting an individual stock group a “bridge bar chart” of all 
stocks in the group shows the price change and trading volume 
for easy evaluation of the groups overall performance.

In addition to winning a spot in the prestigious Communication 
Arts Interactive Annual, StockMapper was nominated for a 
Webby Award and was included in Time Magazine’s list of the “50 
Best Websites of 2010”. 

visit the project at: www.stockmapper.com

Screenshot: www.stockmapper.com
Client: TWO-N



See a video of the project at: http://bit.ly/XdGZJl

Bloomberg TV: Earnings Dashboard
CASE STUDIES

Year completed: 2010 * Client: Bloomberg Multimedia
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Bloomberg Multimedia hired us to deliver a touch screen 
application to be used on Bloomberg TV, showing current 
earnings and sales reports for all stocks in the S&P500.
The whole project was turn-key, from developing a new strategy 
to show the data to completing the visual design as well as 
implementation of the application into Bloomberg’s touch screen 
framework.

The 500 stocks showcased in the Earnings Dashboard are 
organized by sector and industries in a pie chart. The pies can be 
clicked for a drill down into the stock group. The color coding 
reveals the overall performance of the sector segment as well as 
its up or downgrading based on the earnings estimates for the 
quarter. Clicking on the center of each pie flips the chart to reveal 
more data about the selection. 

Bloomberg Earnings Dashboard
Client: Bloomberg Multimedia



Screenshot: Equity Watch
Client: BluFin

Blufin EquityWatch
CASE STUDIES

Year completed: 2013 * Client: BluFin
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Based on our StockMapper framework we delivered a customized 
solution for a stock dashboard, featuring all listed equities on the 
Bombay Stock Exchange. 

Visit the project at: www.blufin.in



AppFirst
CASE STUDIES

Year completed: 2012 * Client: AppFirst
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TWO-N developed the UX and user interface for AppFirst’s new 
system data monitor. 

The new system dashboard incorporates system status metrics as 
well as various business metrics in one view, cross-referencing 
the business impact driven by potential system failures.

The dashboard also features a social media layer for immediate 
alerting and messaging across the system admin team and 
executive level of an enterprise. 

See a demo at: www.appfirst.com

Screenshot: AppFirst Dashboard
Client: AppFirst



We developed a “U.S. Poverty Dashboard” for Demos - a research 
and policy center founded in 2000.
Covering over 40 years of annual data, the dashboard aggregates 
gigabytes of U.S. census data around the poverty domain. The 
interface combines complex data sets such as data on wages, 
unemployment, food-stamps, and other relevant demographic 
cross tabs. 

We built a simple data-service based on the census flat-files with 
a highly responsive HTML5 based front-end which allows users to 
browse the data set filtered by any demographic breakdown. 
One can query annual poverty rates for the (e.g.) - white, female, 
single, no high school diploma - cross section of the U.S. 
population. The data is geo-coded to allow for a choropleth view 
of the state and county based poverty rates.

See the project at: www.trackingpovertyandpolicy.org

Poverty Dashboard
CASE STUDIES

Year completed: 2012 * Client: Demos
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Catalyst - GIS Data Tool
CASE STUDIES

Year completed: 2013 * Client: Wood Mackenzie
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For Wood Mackenzie, a global energy and mining research and 
consultancy group, we designed and conceptualized the user 
interface and UX for it’s brand new GIS data tool - Catalyst. We 
provided all visual style-guides, color schemes and data 
visualization typologies for their mapping tool as well as all 
graphing widgets. 

We delivered comprehensive fully branded screens, style 
guidelines and functional specification documents for final 
implementation.

Screenshot: TaxMapper
Client: datavizchallenge.org



Screenshot: TradeMind 
Client: SIG

Detail: TradeMind 
Client: SIG

TradeMind
CASE STUDIES

Year completed: 2008 * Client: The Susquehanna International Group
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We were commissioned by The Susquehanna International 
Group to join their team of in-house developers to create a visual 
design guide and user interface for SIG’s new online options 
trading platform - TradeMind.

The study covered application wireframes for the most common 
use cases of an option trader, including option chain windows, 
graph views, book views (level I & II) as well as various order 
forms.

Screenshot: DBK Application Prototype
Client: NYSE Technologies



Raptor AMI Monitor
CASE STUDIES

Year completed: 2010 * Client: SAP
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TWO-N was hired to consult on the UX and UI for a speculative 
performance analytics tool of AMI (Advanced Metering 
Infrastructure) data. 

The roll-out of electrical meters, which can be read automatically 
through the Advanced Metering Infrastructure is a key 
component in the development of a “Smart Power Grid”. An 
effective visualization of the anticipated vast amount of usage 
data is one of the challenges for a successful forecasting and 
churn management tool. TWO-N delivered a catalog of interface 
and visualization toolkits to help the core development team at 
SAP to baseline the project requirements prior to the software 
development.

Screenshot: Profitability Monitor
Client: SAP


